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(CORDEX-FPS) is presented. This initiative aims to build first-of-its-kind ensemble climate 83 

experiments of convection permitting models to investigate present and future convective 84 

processes and related extremes over Europe and the Mediterranean. In this manuscript the 85 

rationale, scientific aims and approaches are presented along with some preliminary results 86 

from the testing phase of the project. Three test cases were selected in order to obtain a first 87 

look at the ensemble performance. The test cases covered a summertime extreme 88 

precipitation event over Austria, a fall Foehn event over the Swiss Alps and an intensively 89 

documented fall event along the Mediterranean coast. The test cases were run in both 90 

³ZHDWKHU-OLNH´� �:/�� LQLWLDOL]HG� MXVW� EHIRUH� WKH� HYHQW� LQ� TXHVWLRQ�� DQG� ³FOLPDWH´� �&0��91 

initialized one month before the event) modes. Ensembles of 18-21 members, representing 92 

six different modeling systems with different physics and modelling chain options, was 93 

generated for the test cases (27 modeling teams have committed to perform the longer climate 94 

simulations). Results indicate that, when run in WL mode, the ensemble captures all three 95 

events quite well with ensemble correlation skill scores of 0.67, 0.82 and 0.91. They suggest 96 

that the more the event is driven by large-scale conditions, the closer the agreement between 97 

the ensemble members. Even in climate mode the large-scale driven events over the Swiss 98 

Alps and the Mediterranean coasts are still captured (ensemble correlation skill scores of 0.90 99 

and 0.62, respectively), but the inter-model spread increases as expected . In the case over 100 

Mediterranean the effects of local-scale interactions between flow and orography and land-101 

ocean contrasts are readily apparent. However, there is a much larger, though not surprising, 102 

increase in the spread for the Austrian event, which was weakly forced by the large-scale 103 

flow. Though the ensemble correlation skill score is still quite high (0.80). The preliminary 104 

results illustrate both the promise and the challenges that convection permitting modeling 105 

faces and make a strong argument for an ensemble-based approach to investigating high 106 

impact convective processes. 107 
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  108 

Introduction 109 

  110 

Recent years have witnessed an explosive increase in climate simulations being run at 111 

convection permitting scales (so-called convection permitting regional climate modelling 112 

(CP-RCM)). The types of models used in these experiments are generally, though not 113 

exclusively, limited area models with grid spacings under 4 km (Prein et al. 2015). 114 

Convection, and its related impacts, is of high interest to atmospheric scientists, climate 115 

impacts researchers and the public due to the role it plays in driving damaging extreme events 116 

such as heavy precipitation, floods, landslides, windstorms (Carvalho et al., 2002; Jakob and 117 

Weatherly, 2003; Beniston, 2006; Ducrocq et al., 2014; Stucki et al., 2015). It is also the 118 

dominant type  of precipitation in many parts of the world, such as the tropics, and influences 119 

the general circulation of the atmosphere through tropospheric mixing and cloud - circulation 120 

interactions (e.g., Bony et al. 2015). Unfortunately, parameterization of convection, which is 121 

required at the grid spacing of most Global Climate Models (GCMs) and Regional Climate 122 

Models (RCMs), contributes to errors in climate simulations (Dirmeyer et al., 2012; Klein et 123 

al., 2013). Poor representation of convection and related processes also likely contributes to 124 

the uncertain response of the atmospheric circulation to changing greenhouse gas 125 

concentrations (Shepherd, 2014; Sherwood et al., 2014; Webb et al., 2015). In addition to 126 

errors related to convection, along with clouds and circulations associated with it, many other 127 

SK\VLFDO� SDUDPHWHUL]DWLRQ� VFKHPHV� LQWHUDFW� ZLWK� PRGHOV¶� FRQYHFWLRQ� VFKHPHV�� UDLVLQJ� WKH�128 

potential for consequences in other aspects of a climate simulation (Stevens and Bony, 2013). 129 

These twin desires, the reduction of model errors associated with parameterized convection 130 

and a more detailed representation of present and future regional climate, have strongly 131 

motivated the recent increase in modeling activities at convection permitting scales. 132 
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  133 

There is a rich history in the Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and mesoscale 134 

meteorology communities of using convection permitting simulations for process and case 135 

studies (e.g., Benoit et al., 2002; Milovac et al., 2016; Schwitalla et al., 2017). These 136 

researchers have decades of experience running simulations at these resolutions and have 137 

shown the added value of resolving convective scale phenomena such as complex 138 

interactions with orography (e.g., Grell et al., 2000; Pontoppidan et al., 2017), precipitation 139 

intensity (e.g., Ducrocq et al. 2002, 2008; Davis et al., 2006) and severe weather (e.g., 140 

Weisman, et al., 1997; Mass et al., 2002; Done et al., 2004; Khodayar et al., 2016). Although, 141 

it should be noted that some authors advocate  for a severe change of data assimilation 142 

approaches, physics (e.g., microphysics), parameterizations and numerical methods to be 143 

used at convection resolving scales (Yano et al., 2015; Yano et al., 2017). Until recently there 144 

has not been as much attention to longer and scenario-based experiments (Kendon et al. 145 

2012; Fosser et al. 2014; Prein et al. 2015). Further, climate change detection and attribution 146 

studies at convection permitting scales have only just begun. This has been due mainly to 147 

computational limitations and costs. With recent advances in processing speed and efficiency, 148 

research teams with an eye towards improving our understanding of processes driving 149 

societally relevant climate impacts, have begun developing and running CP-RCMs at climate 150 

time scales. 151 

  152 

 A number of decade-long simulations have been completed in recent years with impressive 153 

results (Kendon et al., 2012; Warrach-Sagi et al., 2013; Fosser et al. 2014; Ban et al., 2014; 154 

Brisson et al., 2016; Déqué et al. 2016; Tölle et al. 2017). The benefits of running climate 155 

simulations (~10 years or more) at convection permitting grid spacings are far reaching. 156 

Among the improvements, compared to coarser resolution simulations, are a more accurate 157 
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representation of diurnal cycles, hourly precipitation intensities, local-regional circulations, 158 

seasonal average precipitation, convective downdrafts, and the representation of cold pools 159 

(Prein et al., 2013a, Ban et al., 2014; Fosser et al., 2014; Kendon et al., 2012, 2014; 160 

Rasmussen et al., 2014; Brisson et al., 2016; Déqué et al. 2016; Fumière et al., this issue). In 161 

addition to the direct effects of resolving convective processes, - there are additional benefits 162 

through e.g., more accurate representation of interactions with complex topography, urban 163 

effects, land-ocean contrasts and land surface heterogeneities, which play a key role in 164 

forcing or triggering convection (Prein et al., 2013b). Convection-permitting climate 165 

simulations also allow the study of complex and fine scale aerosol-cloud-precipitation 166 

interactions as shown in Heinzeller et al. (2016). Finally, there are indications that CP-RCM 167 

simulations have positive indirect effects on the representation of regional climate through 168 

various feedback mechanisms such as soil moisture - precipitation (Hohenegger et al., 2009) 169 

and soil moisture/vegetation - temperature (Tölle et al. 2014) and urban effects (Argüeso et 170 

al., 2014). For example, there is indication for reduced mid-Europe summer warming (in its 171 

mean and extremes) in CP-RCM simulations (Tölle et al. 2017). There is also evidence that 172 

explicitly representing deep convection qualitatively modifies the response of summertime 173 

convective extremes to climatic changes (Kendon et al., 2014; Meredith et al., 2015; Giorgi et 174 

al. 2016; Tölle et al. 2017). For a comprehensive review see Prein et al. (2015). 175 

  176 

However, there are limitations to CP-RCM. At these scales, shallow convection is not 177 

explicitly resolved (e.g. Soares et al. 2004; Khairoutdinov and Randall 2006; Siebesma et al., 178 

2007) and is crucial in providing moisture and energy from the planetary boundary layer to 179 

the free atmosphere, which sustains the development of deep convection (e.g. Holloway and 180 

Neelin 2009). On one hand, summertime convective systems over land are strongly 181 

determined by the transition from shallow to deep convection (Teixeira et al., 2008; Wu et 182 
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al., 2009), and on the other hand, shallow convection is directly linked to tropical deep 183 

convection and other atmospheric phenomena like the Madden-Julian oscillation (Teixeira et 184 

al., 2011; Chen et al., 2016). Consequently, CP-RCM results are highly model-dependent. 185 

This poses problems not only for developing a stronger process-based understanding of the 186 

present climate but also for assessing robustness in future change signals. Also, single model 187 

experiments are not particularly robust and do not sample the range of natural variability 188 

(e.g., Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Deser et al., 2012). Up to now assessments of uncertainties in 189 

future projections at km-scales have not been possible due to the prevalence of single model, 190 

single realization experiments. This issue related to internal variability is moreover 191 

exacerbated at finer spatial scales where local interactions play a more prominent role 192 

(Hawkins and Sutton, 2009; Deser et al., 2014). Therefore, ensemble based approaches will 193 

be needed in order to investigate convective extremes and related uncertainties in a climate 194 

change context. Further to this point, "coordinated modeling programs are crucially needed to 195 

advance parameterizations of unresolved physics and to assess the full potential of CPMs" 196 

(Prein et al., 2015). 197 

  198 

The confluence of activities around CP-RCM at climate scales, recent field campaigns 199 

covering heavy precipitation and associated extreme events, and computational 200 

advancements, suggest that the time is right for coordinated multi-model ensemble CP-RCM 201 

experiments. In early 2016 a consortium of modeling groups from the Med-CORDEX and 202 

Euro-CORDEX initiatives submitted an application for a targeted Flagship Pilot Study (FPS, 203 

Gutowski et al. 2016) to the WCRP CORDEX (Coordinated Regional Downscaling 204 

Experiment, Giorgi et al. 2009)  program (http://cordex.org/experiment-guidelines/flagship-205 

pilot-studies/). The aim is to develop a set of first-of-their-kind, multi-model ensemble 206 

experiments at CP-RCM scales over Euro-Mediterranean region. 207 

http://cordex.org/experiment-guidelines/flagship-pilot-studies/
http://cordex.org/experiment-guidelines/flagship-pilot-studies/
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  208 

However, the project is much more than a set of multi-model ensemble experiments. We aim 209 

to answer questions related to drivers of convective extremes across scales, event attribution 210 

under changing climate conditions and more (see Scientific Aims below). For example, even 211 

at convection permitting scales turbulence and other fine scale processes are not resolved and 212 

model errors will still exist. Also, computational costs limit the length of simulations which 213 

limits their utility in assessing uncertainty and trends. In this case, combined dynamical-214 

statistical approaches and process-informed bias correction may be of use (see, Maraun et al., 215 

2017). As mentioned previously, event detection and attribution is also just beginning and 216 

this task likely requires a more nuanced approach to interpreting projections. One promising 217 

avenue that the project will pursue is the construction of so-FDOOHG�³VWRU\OLQHV´��H�J���0HUHGLWK�218 

et al., 2015; Shepherd et al., 2014). 6WRU\OLQHV¶�PD\�EH� WKRXJKW�RI�DV�DQ�DOWHUQDWLYH�ZD\� WR�219 

interpret large multi-model ensembles, where regional impacts are assessed over, for 220 

example, a range plausible scenarios of atmospheric circulation change (as and example see, 221 

Zappa and Shepherd, 2018). 222 

  223 

The FPS was awarded in spring 2016. The first annual meeting was held in November of 224 

2016 at the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, Italy. Work 225 

began on finalizing scientific aims, developing an experimental protocol and selecting 226 

representative test cases to be examined prior to launching into expensive decade-long 227 

simulations. The primary objectives of the present manuscript are to 1) introduce the project, 228 

2) describe its scientific goals and approaches and 3) show some preliminary results, which 229 

illustrate both the promise and peril of CP-RCM in a multi-model ensemble context. 230 

  231 
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The next section provides background information on the FPS (motivation, aims, timeline), 232 

followed by sections detailing methods and presenting preliminary results. The paper finishes 233 

with a discussion of the way forward and an invitation for contributions to the broader CP-234 

RCM community. 235 

FPS description 236 

Motivation 237 

  238 

Much of the motivation for the project is provided in the previous section. In short: Climate 239 

change can alter the character of convection, making extreme precipitation more extreme, and 240 

also potentially modify large-scale conditions (atmospheric circulation and stratification) that 241 

favor  convection. This can then induce changes in, e.g., return periods of precipitation 242 

extremes, spatial and temporal distribution of events, the effects of convection-induced 243 

feedback processes. 244 

  245 

The study of convective events and their evolution under human-induced climate change is 246 

therefore of particular importance, and it is also timely not least due to the following: 247 

  248 

Ɣ      Large field campaigns dedicated to the study of heavy precipitation events such 249 

as HyMeX (Ducrocq et al., 2014), and gridded high-resolution precipitation 250 

datasets (typically hourly, kilometer scale), often merging station and radar data 251 

(Wüest et al. 2010, Tabary et al. 2012, Delrieu et al. 2014) now provide a wealth 252 

of observations; 253 

Ɣ      Computer capacity and model development now allow limited-area convection-254 

permitting climate simulations at longer time-scales (Kendon et al., 2012, 2014; 255 

Ban et al., 2014, 2015), enabling a leap in climate modeling capacity; 256 
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Ɣ      Homogeneous observation data sets collected over the years can unveil emerging 257 

trend signals in most extreme precipitation events, particularly at sub-daily time 258 

scales (Westra et al., 2014),  in Mediterranean coastal areas (Vautard et al. 2015)  259 

and in Alpine mountain ranges (Scherrer et al. 2016) 260 

Ɣ      Several issues linked to detection, attribution and downscaling of the very 261 

localized consequences of extreme convective events can now benefit from recent 262 

progress in advanced statistical methods combined with advances in dynamical 263 

modeling (Beaulant et al., 2011). 264 

  265 

Convective extreme events are also a priority under the WCRP Grand Challenge on weather 266 

and climate extremes, because they carry both society-relevant and scientific challenges that 267 

can be tackled in the coming years. 268 

  269 

The proposed work in the Convection FPS also reflects a number of criteria identified by the 270 

CORDEX-FPS Scientific Advisory Team (SAT) such as: i) run RCMs at a broad range of 271 

resolutions, down to convection-permitting; ii) promote side-by-side experimental design and 272 

evaluations of both statistical and dynamical downscaling techniques at scales more typical of 273 

vulnerability-impacts-assessment applications; iii) Design targeted experiments aimed at 274 

investigating specific regional processes and circulations; iv) investigate the importance of 275 

regional scale forcings; v) Compile and use high quality, high resolution (both spatial and 276 

temporal), multi-variable observation datasets for model validation and analysis of processes. 277 

  278 

The makeup of the consortium is diverse, both institutionally and with respect to expertise 279 

(Table 1). Though many participants come from climate background, others bring significant 280 

NWP experience to the challenge. The FPS mobilizes the Euro-CORDEX and Med-281 

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/component/content/article/32-grand-challenges/grand-challenges-extreme-events/63-gc-extremes?Itemid=266
https://www.wcrp-climate.org/component/content/article/32-grand-challenges/grand-challenges-extreme-events/63-gc-extremes?Itemid=266
https://www.wcrp-climate.org/component/content/article/32-grand-challenges/grand-challenges-extreme-events/63-gc-extremes?Itemid=266
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CORDEX communities but is also open to new partners who bring fresh perspectives and 282 

expertise.  283 

  284 

Scientific  questions 285 

  286 

The project was conceived with three general and open-ended scientific questions to allow 287 

some flexibility in the analyses while also providing sufficient structure to keep the 288 

consortium working towards some common goals. The general aims and specific 289 

challenges/questions can be summarized as: 290 

  291 

1.  How do convective events and associated damaging phenomena (heavy 292 

precipitation, wind storms, flash-floods) respond to changing climate conditions in 293 

different climatic regions of Europe? 294 

  295 

Ɣ      Identify trends in intensity, scale and duration in past observations, in underlying 296 

processes, and understand how these are simulated by convection permitting 297 

RCMs; 298 

Ɣ      ([SODLQ� PDMRU� HYHQWV� LQ� WKH� FRQWH[W� RI� FOLPDWH� FKDQJH�� YLD� ³VWRU\OLQHV´� RI�299 

individual events under different climatic conditions, but conditional on a fixed 300 

state of the large-scale atmospheric circulation (e.g., Meredith et al., 2015; 301 

Shepherd et al., 2014) in addition to a more robust assessment of uncertainties 302 

using an ensemble-based approach; 303 

Ɣ      Investigate life cycles of convective phenomena and related processes in the 304 

context of a changing climate; 305 
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Ɣ      Identify the added-value of convection-permitting models in simulating such 306 

trends with respect to standard resolution regional climate models, including the 307 

investigation of relevant underlying processes; 308 

Ɣ      Include additional processes/phenomena such as high altitude snow and related 309 

hydro climatic impacts, mesoscale processes such as low-level wind convergence, 310 

orographic interactions, land-atmosphere interactions and hydrological impacts; 311 

Ɣ      Identify  the added value of CP-RCM scenario simulation; 312 

  313 

2.  Does an improved representation of convective processes and precipitation at 314 

convection permitting scales lead to upscaled added value? 315 

   316 

Ɣ      How improved are CP-RCM aggregated precipitation statistics compared to 317 

lower-resolution models up to the resolution of GCMs? 318 

Ɣ      Do CP-RCMs and parameterized models have the same temperature-319 

precipitation intensity relation (as formulated in Lenderink & van Meijgaard, 320 

2008)? 321 

Ɣ      Can CP-RCMs  serve as reference to improve convection parameterizations, 322 

from shallow to deep? 323 

Ɣ      Are there differences in the representation of key feedback processes between 324 

parameterized and explicit convection (e.g. Hohenegger et al. 2009)? 325 

Ɣ      Are there improvements in the aggregate statistics of other near-surface variables 326 

such as temperature and wind? 327 

  328 

3.  Is it possible to augment costly convection-permitting experiments with 329 

physically defensible statistical downVFDOLQJ� DSSURDFKHV� VXFK� DV� ³FRQYHFWLRQ�330 
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HPXODWRUV´� WKDW� PLPLF� &3-RCMs and are fed by output of conventional-scale 331 

RCMs? 332 

  333 

Ɣ      Can the variability of local-scale convective precipitation be sensibly predicted 334 

by statistically downscaling 0.11° area-averages of variables that are typically 335 

provided by RCMs? 336 

Ɣ      Can the corresponding response to climate change be sensibly predicted by 337 

corresponding 0.11° resolution RCM predictors? 338 

Ɣ      Can statistical methods be advanced to include temporal discretization that 339 

elucidates sub-daily rainfall; 340 

Ɣ      Can these approaches be expanded to include temperature and wind? 341 

  342 

Expected impact 343 

  344 

Ɣ      Improved understanding of mechanisms and factors that influence location, 345 

intensity, frequency and extent of convective precipitation events under changing 346 

climate conditions; 347 

Ɣ      Better constrained estimates of future changes in convective extremes and 348 

associated processes, phenomena and feedbacks across Euro-Mediterranean 349 

regions; 350 

Ɣ      Bridge the spatial scale gap between regional climate models and impact models 351 

(hydrological models, ecosystem models, etc.) 352 

Ɣ      Provide added value for the decision-making process through analysis of risks 353 

and opportunities associated with changes in extreme convective events. 354 

  355 
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Timeline/Experiment Protocol 356 

  357 

2017: First set of simulations: RCM simulations will be run at convection-permitting 358 

resolutions for selected test periods 359 

Ɣ      Mandatory domain centered on the Alpine chain (1°-17° longitude East, 40°-50° 360 

latitude North) (Figure 1); 361 

Ɣ      Individual model sub-groups coordinate multi-physics options internally and 362 

conduct short tests; 363 

Ɣ      Perform test case study experiments with model systems run in weather like 364 

(WL) and climate mode (CM), see Methods for more details. 365 

Ɣ      Finalize the definition of the other FPS domains. 366 

  367 

2018: Begin ERA-Interim evaluation simulations 368 

  369 

Ɣ      Perform simulations that will systematically assess the ability of the CP-RCMs 370 

to represent the present climate period chosen to overlap with recent high 371 

resolution observation campaigns:  2000-2014 (minimum 10 years), ERA-Interim. 372 

Ɣ      Develop a statistical convection model that will be employed to identify 373 

mechanisms of long-term changes in convective precipitation and serve to 374 

evaluate the representation of underlying processes, assess added value and 375 

emulate convective precipitation. 376 

  377 

2019-2021: Third set of simulations, event interpretation, detailed analyses and 378 

intercomparisons 379 

  380 
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Ɣ      Scenario simulations (10 year time slices of  selected CMIP5 GCM projections, 381 

CMIP6 if available; Periods: 1996-2005, 2041-50, 2090-99 (HIST and RCP8.5) 382 

Ɣ      Additional simulations focusing on extreme events under present and future 383 

conditions for the purpose of event interpretation; 384 

Ɣ      open access to the CP-RCM output data through the ESGF 385 

Ɣ      Link to the impact community: Impact models forced by CP-RCM output for 386 

past and future climate periods, and compared with recent databases (Llasat et al., 387 

2013). 388 

Methods 389 

An ensemble of CP-RCMs has been created with each model coming from one of the 390 

European RCM groups. The models and institutes participating to the FPS effort are reported 391 

in Table 1, and more contributors are foreseen in the near future. All these models will 392 

produce the set of experiments mentioned above and for the purpose of this paper a set of test 393 

case simulations have been completed with the main purpose of  testing this nascent multi-394 

model ensemble (MME). The purpose of this initial set of experiments is to: 395 

  396 

Ɣ      reproduce convection explicitly at convection permitting scales (many models 397 

never carried out such an exercise before) and assess the model performance in 398 

such experiments 399 

Ɣ      assess what can be expected from climate-type simulations with CP-RCMs with 400 

respect to heavy precipitation (HP) events 401 

Ɣ      set up a test platform for new models entering the project. 402 

  403 

For this particular exercise  three case studies have been identified in what we defined as two 404 

modes: 405 
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1.  the weather like  initialization (WL) 406 

2.  the climate mode initialization (CM) 407 

  408 

 409 

For each case study ERA-Interim is used to provide boundary conditions (Dee et al., 2011). 410 

Twenty of twenty-three modeling teams used the same nesting strategy, which was to nest 411 

(one-way) the convection permitting domain within a 0.11 degree pan-European domain with 412 

ERA-Interim driving the LBCs (see Table 1). This nesting procedure has been performed for 413 

each of the modes (WL and CM) separately and exactly for the respective simulation period, 414 

leading to different LBCs for CM respectively WL modes. However, teams were also 415 

allowed freedom to pursue alternative nesting strategies, which could be used as departure 416 

points for investigating the possibility for direct downscaling from e.g., ERA-Interim scales 417 

to convection permitting scales and the effects of internal variability developing in the 418 

intermediate domain. A few of the CCLM  teams chose these different strategies, which 419 

clearly impacted the results in interesting ways. One team (CCLM-5-0-9-JLU) directly 420 

downscaled from ERA-Interim to ~3km for both simulations. Two others (CCLM-5-0-9-KIT 421 

and COSMO-CMCC) first downscaled ERA-Interim to an intermediate pan-European 422 

domain (0.22 degrees) for a long-term (> 15 years) and then used output from this for the 423 

convection permitting simulations after the fact. These two approaches have the same net 424 

effect, which is to impose identical lateral atmospheric boundary forcing for both the WL and 425 

CM simulations. This tightly constrains the forcing at the lateral boundaries and should, in 426 

principle, limit the development of internal variability. 427 

 428 

For each modeling team WL  and CM simulations follow the same nesting procedure, 429 

however the WL experiments are initialized 24-48 hours before the HP event while the CM 430 
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ones are initialized one month before the event. The acronyms of the three case studies and 431 

the initialization procedures are reported in Table 2 for both the WL and CM cases. This is 432 

not meant to be a repetition of similar exercises carried out by the the NWP community 433 

(though in this instance the ensemble is much larger than any previously aggregated). It is 434 

rather intended as a first check of the ensemble and the individual models (especially new 435 

ones) before the consortium launches into the planned long-term climate simulations.  It is 436 

worth noting  that only  a preliminary diagnostic analysis of the ensemble model performance 437 

is presented here, and a full-fledged, detailed, evaluation of the results is out of the scope, 438 

(which is presented in other papers of the special issue). The intention of this paper is 439 

primarily to introduce the FPS, and to detail the approach, focusing on challenges and 440 

potential. 441 

Preliminary results 442 

For each of the three test case studies and for both experiment configurations,  the analysis 443 

focuses here on the total accumulated precipitation for the whole domain during the event as 444 

defined in Table 2 and on the time series of hourly and 12 hours accumulated precipitation in 445 

the region of maximum precipitation as indicated by  observations. 446 

  447 

Case 1 448 

The first case (Case 1), referred to as HyMeX-IOP16 (Intense Observation Period 16) in 449 

Table 2, is a HP event occurred during the HyMeX measurement campaign in September-450 

November 2012 (Ducrocq et al. 2014). The event is documented in detail by Duffourg et al., 451 

(2016) and Martinet et al., (2017), and it consists of   slow propagating mesoscale convective 452 

systems (MCSs) associated with the evolution of a trough interacting with an upper-level low 453 

centered over the Iberian Peninsula which induced warm, moist and unstable southerly flow 454 

in the lower troposphere over the western Mediterranean. The interaction of the upper-level 455 
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forcing with the warm low-level air mass increased instability and induced the deepening of a 456 

depression over the Gulf of Lion, favoring in turn the formation of MCSs that affected 457 

Southern France and Northern Italy between 25 and 27 Oct, 2012. According to the station 458 

observations collected during the field campaign (Ducrocq et al., 2014, http://hoc.sedoo.fr for 459 

HyMeX database) three regions were mainly affected by heavy precipitation.  Two areas 460 

were in Southern France - referred to as CV1 and CV2 and indicating, respectively, the 461 

western and eastern parts of the Cévennes-Vivarais (CV) observation site during the HyMeX 462 

campaign (see Figure 1 in Ducrocq et al., 2014). The third affected area was Liguria-Tuscany 463 

one (LT, Figure 1 in Ducrocq et al., 2014). These three regions are highlighted in Figure 2a 464 

with red, green and blue squares; here the observed total accumulated precipitation maxima 465 

were, respectively, around 170, 140, and 250 mm. The same figure shows the ensemble 466 

average of the WL and CM experiments in panels b and c, respectively, along with all the 467 

individual ensemble members (WL/CM in the left/right columns). 468 

  469 

As a general comment, we can observe how the locations of the three maxima are generally 470 

well captured by the WL ensemble, although the precipitation intensities are lower than 471 

observed. For the CM ensemble, the average location of the three events is still well 472 

represented but the underestimation is more pronounced. This ensemble behavior is reflected 473 

in the individual realizations, where for each CM simulation the intensity of maximum 474 

precipitation is lower than the corresponding WL one, although some members of the 475 

ensemble still show a maximum precipitation higher than observed. 476 

 477 

A more quantitative analysis is reported in Table 3, where for each model and for both modes 478 

the spatial correlation of the total accumulated precipitation in the 3 boxes is computed 479 

between the observed interpolated field (Figure 2a2) and the model output. If we consider a 480 

http://hoc.sedoo.fr/
http://hoc.sedoo.fr/
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threshold of 0.5 for a reasonable correlation score, 60% of the WL simulations in the CV1 481 

regions have a correlation higher than 0.5, 30% in CV2 and 20% in LT regions. For the CM 482 

simulation the percentages drop to 23% and 14% in the first two regions but increase to 57% 483 

in the LT regions. 484 

 In Figures 3a,d, and g the spatial correlation of the 12 hourly accumulated precipitation is 485 

reported over the duration of the event for each model and for both WL and CM simulations. 486 

The value of the observed 12 hourly accumulated precipitation is reported too, as an 487 

indication of the time evolution of the event across the 3 regions. For each box the peak 488 

model skill is reached during the peak of the event and the percentage of models that are 489 

above 0.5 correlation value remains similar to those reported in Table 3 as does the ratio 490 

between CM and WL. These indicate that the ability of the  models to follow the time 491 

evolution of the event is similar in  both WL and CM mode. 492 

 493 

Concerning the timing and intensity of the events in the 3 subregions, the hourly accumulated 494 

precipitation averaged over each box is plotted for each WL and CM ensemble member in 495 

Figures 3b,e, and h, along with the observations and the WL and CM ensemble average value 496 

in panels c, f and i. For the CV1 and LT regions the WL and CM ensembles behave in the 497 

same way, both showing a delay in the onset of the event and an underestimation of the peak 498 

intensity. The simulated intensity is higher for the WL than the CM, consistently with what is 499 

observed in Figure 2. For the CV2 region, both the WL and CM ensembles exhibit  the same 500 

time delay and similar peak precipitation underestimations. 501 

  502 

Case 2 503 

  504 
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Case 2 (called AUSTRIA hereafter) is a convective orographic precipitation event with weak 505 

but persistent large-scale driving factors that was induced by the evolution of a shallow 506 

trough over the North Atlantic, from 22-25 June 2009. A cutoff low was isolated over 507 

Southern Europe, thus inducing persistent northeasterly flow over Austria, associated with 508 

unstable warm-moist air, impinging on the Alps. This caused extreme rainfall along the 509 

northern flanks of the Alps due to orographic lifting. On June 24, however, the position of the 510 

rainfall maximum moved further to the east and south (Burgenland and South-Eastern Styria) 511 

because of strong embedded deep-convective cells (Haiden, 2009). On June 25, the 512 

regionally extended event ended and became more localised and scattered. The overall largest 513 

6-day (22-27June) rainfall sum was recorded at station Steinholz (lower Austria, located in 514 

the northern foothills of the Eastern Alps) with 354 mm and a return period of more than 100 515 

years (Godina and Müller, 2009). 516 

 517 

In Figure 4 the same analysis as Figure 2 is reported but for Case 2 precipitation. The 518 

observed precipitation (Figure 4a) shows a hook-shaped spatial pattern with the highest 519 

maxima following the terrain elevation peaks and a secondary maximum in the southeastern 520 

part of the domain. The WL ensemble (Figure 4b1) shows a less pronounced hook shape 521 

precipitation, with the first maximum well located but with lower intensity than observed and 522 

with the secondary maximum definitely underestimated. These translate in a percentage of  523 

90% of the models that have a spatial correlation pattern of the total accumulated 524 

precipitation higher than 0.5 (see Table 4).  The CM ensemble (Figure 4b2) reduces even 525 

more this signal up to a 60% underestimation of the maximum value. In contrast to the 526 

previous case study, the CM ensemble value is the result of a few CM members capturing the 527 

event and even overestimating it, a few showing different spatial pattern distributions from 528 

observed and half of the ensemble members not capturing or severely underestimating it as it 529 
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is confirmed from the drop of the percentage of models with good correlation score  to only 530 

42% (see Table 4). Also in this case the skill in following the  time evolution of the events is 531 

maximum during the pick of the precipitation and the evolution in time of the skill for both 532 

WL and CM mode (Figure 5a) and is consistent with Table 4.  533 

  534 

This large uncertainty is well depicted in Figure 5b, where the hourly accumulated 535 

precipitation averaged over the rectangular box in Figure 4a is reported as a function of time. 536 

The individual CM ensemble members go from nearly zero mm to over 1.5 times the 537 

observed accumulation, while the WL ensemble members are more narrowly grouped around 538 

the observed accumulation line. The difference in behaviour between the two ensembles is 539 

evident in Figure 5c where the CM ensemble shows an underestimation around the  60% of 540 

the correspondent observed curve and in accordance with Figure 4. 541 

  542 

Case 3 543 

Case 3 (called FOEHN hereafter) is a Foehn event that occurred on November 2014 Kramer 544 

et al., 2017). In this case the slow eastward evolution of a deep trough, associated with a mid-545 

latitude cyclone over the North Atlantic induced persistent southerly flow over the Alps. 546 

Steady orographic precipitation occurred on the windward side of the Alps, with a consequent 547 

release of latent heat and drying of the air, that induced  a Foehn effect on the leeward side of 548 

the mountains. The slow eastward evolution of the trough caused persistent precipitation over 549 

the Alps with daily precipitation locally exceeding several hundreds of mm and reaching 550 

maxima around 500 mm. From Figure 6a-b we can see that  both the WL and CM ensembles 551 

agree well with observations. All the single members of the WL and CM have a similar 552 

behavior, the spatial correlation of the total accumulated precipitation is above 70% in both 553 

cases (see Table 5), the time evolution of the models skill is similar among the WL and CM 554 
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and is always very high (above 0.5 for most of the event) as it is shown in Figure 7a, the 555 

maximum intensity is reproduced  and the hourly evolution of the event is well captured 556 

(Figure 7a). The model spread is symmetric around the observations and  the ensemble 557 

average WL and CM precipitation amounts are in good agreement with the observations both 558 

in terms of  timing and magnitude. 559 

Discussion 560 

In this manuscript we have introduced an ambitious, first-of-its-kind project that aims to 561 

design, produce and analyze multi-model ensembles of CP simulations. The project is 562 

organized under the WCRP-sponsored CORDEX - Flagship Pilot Studies mechanism. As 563 

such, the project mobilizes participants from Euro-CORDEX, Med-CORDEX and 564 

CORDEX-ESD (Empirical Statistical Downscaling). The project has also engaged actors 565 

from outside the CORDEX community in order to bring in fresh perspectives and additional 566 

expertise. This diverse consortium is able to leverage years of expertise in NWP, climate 567 

modeling and downscaling, statistical modeling and downscaling. The overarching scientific 568 

aim of the project is to produce long-term simulations under present and future conditions at 569 

CP resolutions, with focus on increasing our understanding of convection, convective 570 

processes and their impacts in a global warming context.  Given the challenges and costs 571 

involved in running dynamical models at CP-RCM scales, test cases were designed to 572 

provide a zero-order assessment of the ensemble and its characteristics. In this manuscript we 573 

have presented a preliminary and illustrative analysis of these case studies. 574 

  575 

These preliminary results of the three case studies illustrate both the challenges and potential 576 

in CP-RCMs. They also provide a clear argument for the advantages of the ensemble-based 577 

approach. Case 1 is a fall HP event driven by the development of MCS over the western 578 

Mediterranean basin advecting moist air over three topographically complex regions in the 579 
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southern coast of France and the Liguria-Tuscany regions. The three precipitation maxima 580 

are well located by both WL and CM ensembles. However, the intensity of the peaks is 581 

generally underestimated, especially  in the CM experiments. Case 2 is an orographic 582 

precipitation event that shows the effects of internal variability more strongly in CM than the 583 

other cases. From the ensemble point of view the event is captured in both WL and CM 584 

mode, with the latter one showing much more damped signals. The Foehn case (Case 3) is 585 

characterized by persistent orographic precipitation driven by a slow eastward moving 586 

through and it was the best captured by the models. Both the WL and CM ensembles were in 587 

very good agreement with observations, representing well both the timing and intensity of the 588 

HP event. 589 

  590 

There are interesting and subtle differences between the case studies themselves and the ways 591 

in which the individual models represent them. Even within an individual test case there are 592 

differences in dominant processes that are then reflected by the ensemble. The general 593 

increase in spread (both spatially and temporally) between the WL and CM can be expected 594 

and points toward the strong effect of internally generated variability in the models. 595 

  596 

Case 1 shows a larger spread over regions in which the precipitation is most affected by 597 

complex topography. Unsurprisingly, the individual WL and CM ensemble members exhibit 598 

a broader range of behaviors over these areas (the red and blue boxes in Figure 2), which 599 

results in different ensemble mean responses . Conversely, the model behaviour is more 600 

consistent between WL and CM over the CV2 region (green box), resulting in very similar 601 

ensemble mean responses and correlation skill score of the individual models (Table 3 and 602 

Figure 3d). The heavy precipitation event over this area was the result of an organized MCS 603 

forming over the sea, weakly supported by the orographic forcing. In this case the WL 604 
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simulations are closer to the CM behaviour on average (low predictability problem), with 605 

some members showing results as uncertain as in CM. 606 

  607 

Case 2 is in many ways the most interesting, with a wide range of model behaviours in the 608 

CM simulations. Some simulations completely miss the event while others exhibit a 609 

considerably damped response. Only 9 of the 21 CM simulations have  the spatial pattern of 610 

the total accumulated rainfall that has a correlation with the observations  higher than 0.5 611 

(Table 4).  While one should not expect exact reproduction of events in terms of timing, 612 

location and intensity in CM, it is reasonable to expect credible representation of the events 613 

given the experiment design. Therefore we provide some discussion on why some models 614 

reproduced the salient characteristics of the event over Austria whereas some missed it 615 

entirely. A detailed investigation is beyond the scope of this paper, but we speculate that at 616 

least three factors may be responsible for this result. The first is that the event is close to the 617 

domain boundaries, which can be problematic, and model teams used varying sponge layer 618 

depths and nesting strategies. This last point is illustrated by the fact that the simulations that 619 

missed the event in its entirety all had an freely evolving (i.e. not nudged) intermediate nest, 620 

which allows internal variability to develop. Interestingly, the differences in nesting strategy 621 

did not have such a strong effect on the other test cases.  Another factor is that this event 622 

occurred in a relatively weak background synoptic state, which would decrease the large 623 

scale forcing compared to the local forcing, and thus increase diversity across models. Lastly, 624 

though the spread is large, the ensemble mean pattern captures the event, and the location of 625 

HDFK�VLPXODWLRQV¶�PD[LPXP�UDLQIDOO�LV�URXJKO\�LQ�WKH�FRUUHFW�UHJLRQ��L�H��DORQJ�WKH�1RUWKHUQ�626 

foothills of the Austrian Alps, not shown). This can be considered as a good starting point for 627 

a future analysis where a more in depth investigation will be needed to fully understand the 628 

driver of the HP event and the reason some of the models do not capture it. 629 
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  630 

Case 3 showed the best model performance in both the WL and CM ensembles.  In this 631 

experiment, both the ensemble mean and all individual members reproduce the results, in 632 

terms of precipitation, of a strong Foehn event. The reason for this could be that this event is 633 

driven by a well-defined, slowly-evolving large-scale circulation which forced long-lasting 634 

orographic precipitation over the Alps. It is worth mentioning that this case presents the 635 

typical synoptic conditions conducive to heavy Alpine rainfall, which are easier to predict 636 

than average conditions (Grazzini, 2007). Therefore, models which are able to capture the 637 

large scale organization of the precipitating system can provide a quite surprising 638 

reproduction of the event, provided that convective precipitation, embedded in the stratiform 639 

rainfall, is represented. 640 

  641 

The preliminary results presented here have important implications for the longer term 642 

simulations the project aims to undertake, and more generally for the use of CP-RCM in a 643 

climate context; one is that results can be highly model and event dependent. They suggest 644 

that we can expect varying ranges of responses for different types of convective events (e.g. 645 

strongly steered by synoptic conditions vs. weakly steered, local scale interactions with 646 

complex topography vs. stronger ocean influence, etc.), which would affect uncertainties in 647 

future projections. As Grell et al. (2000) noted, precipitation over complex terrain is not 648 

likely to converge toward one solution at CP-RCM scales and, more importantly, the 649 

precipitation moves with the local upper level flow unlike in coarser RCM simulations where 650 

the precipitation remains locked to the mountain tops. For test cases, however, it is difficult to 651 

disentangle the extent to which model differences are due to internal noise (which will lead to 652 

differences in the timing, positioning and evolution of specific event, particularly if not 653 

strongly forced by the large-scale conditions) or due to differences in model physics. Multi-654 
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year climatological statistics will be less influenced by internal noise and hence the 655 

intercomparison of results from the upcoming ERA-Interim (and scenario) simulation across 656 

models will allow a more in depth understanding of model performance and uncertainty. For 657 

more insight on some of the issues raised here, the authors would like to point the reader to 658 

the other papers in the special collection convection permitting modeling. 659 

  660 

The CORDEX-FPS on convection over Europe and the Mediterranean is an ambitious and 661 

challenging undertaking. It has a tremendous potential and is a logical next step to bring 662 

together the Euro-CORDEX, Med-CORDEX and the nascent scientific communities forming 663 

around the use of CP-RCM on climate scales. The findings from the project will enhance our 664 

understanding of convective processes and their response to climate warming, which may 665 

bring some surprises with respect to the findings from coarse resolution models (e.g. Giorgi 666 

et al. 2016). Further, as recent single model, longer-term climate change CP-RCM 667 

experiments indicate, previously unresolved but highly destructive features such as intense 668 

mesoscale convective systems increase substantially in a warming climate (Prein et al. 2017). 669 

The project will, therefore, also provide critical added value to decision makers as ensemble-670 

based and combined dynamical-statistical approaches will help improve confidence even 671 

under conditions of high uncertainty. The initiative is open to all interested scientists and 672 

potential collaborators are encouraged to contact the project leaders if they wish to 673 

participate. 674 
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Figure'1:'Euro&CORDEX!domain!at!0.11!degrees!resolution!with!highlighted!red!box!for!FPS!
mandatory!domain.!The!blue!dashed!line!represents!the!Northern!boundary!of!the!Med&CORDEX!
domain.!!
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Figure 2: CASE 1 - HyMeX-IOP16. Total accumulated precipitation (mm) for observations, multi-model 
ensemble mean (MMEM) and each ensemble member. Results are shown for the models run in WL mode 
(left) and in CM (right). Red, green and blue boxes on panels (a1) and (a2) indicate specific areas of 
interest. Panel (a2) shows an interpolation of the observed precipitation field. 
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Figure 3: Time series of the 12 hours accumulated precipitation (in mm on the y-axis) during the event and 
temporal evolution of the spatial correlation between simulations and interpolated observation of the 12 
hours accumulated precipitation, over CV1, CV2 and LT boxes (panels (a,d,g)). Left hand side y-axes refer 
to correlation (colored symbols); right hand side y-axes refer to the accumulated precipitation (black line). 
Numbers of models with a correlation greater than 0.5 for WL simulation (in blue) and CM simulation (in 
red) are reported on the top of each plots. Time series of the hourly accumulated  precipitation averaged 
over the red, green and blue boxes (Fig. 1a) for each model and observations (panels b,e and h ). Time 
series of hourly accumulated  precipitation ensemble mean (WL and CM respectively in blue and red) and 
observations (black)  for the three areas of interest (panels c,f and i). 
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Figure 4: CASE 2 - AUSTRIA. Total accumulated precipitation (mm) for observations, multi-model 
ensemble mean and each ensemble member. Results are shown for the models run in WL mode (left) and 
in CM (right). Red box on panel (a) indicates specific area of interest. 
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Figure 5:'Time series of the 12 hours  accumulated precipitation (in mm on the y-axis) during the event and 
temporal evolution of the spatial correlation of the accumulated 12 hours precipitation between the 
simulations and observation (panel a). Left hand side  y-axes refer to correlation (colored symbols); right 
hand side y-axes refer to the accumulated precipitation (black line). Numbers of models with a correlation 
greater than 0.5 for WL simulation (in blue) and CM simulation (in red). Time series of the precipitation 
averaged over the red area (Fig. 3a) for each model and observations (panel b). Time series of hourly 
accumulated  precipitation ensemble mean(WL and CM respectively in blue and red) and observations 
(black) over the area of interest (panel c).'
' '
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Figure 6:'CASE 3 - FOEHN. Total accumulated precipitation (mm) for observations, multi-model ensemble 
mean and each ensemble member. Results are shown for the models run in WL mode (left) and in CM 
(right). Panel (a2) shows an interpolation of the observed precipitation field.'
' '
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Figure 7: Time series of the 12 hours  accumulated precipitation (in mm on the y-axis) during the event and 
temporal evolution of the spatial correlation of the accumulated 12 hours precipitation between the 
simulations and observation  (panel a). Left hand side  y-axes refer to correlation (colored symbols); right 
hand side y-axes refer to the accumulated precipitation (black line). Numbers of models with a correlation 
greater than 0.5 for WL simulation (in blue) and CM simulation (in red). Time series of the precipitation 
averaged over the region covered by the observations (Fig. 6a) for each model and observations (panel b). 
Time series of hourly accumulated  precipitation ensemble mean(WL and CM respectively in blue and red) 
and observations (black) over the observation area (panel c). 
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Table!2:!List!of!acronyms!of!the!three!test!cases!and!initialization!procedure.!

CASE! ACRONYM! Initialization!Procedure! Analyzed!Time!Window!

1! HymexIOP16! Starting!DATE!(WL):!2012)10)23!

Ending!DATE!(WL):!2012)10)28!!

Starting!DATE!(CM):!2012)10)01!

Ending!DATE(CM):!2012)11)01!

23!Oct!2012!00:00!!

)!!

28!Oct!2012!00:00!

2! AUSTRIA! Starting!DATE!(WL):!2009)06)20!

Ending!DATE!(WL):!2009)06)27!!

Starting!DATE!(CM):!2009)06)01!

Ending!DATE(CM):!2009)07)01!

22!Jun!2009!00:00!

)!!

25!Jun!2009!00:00!

3! FOEHN! Starting!DATE!(WL):!2014)11)02!

Ending!DATE!(WL):!2014)11)07!

Starting!DATE!(CM):!2014)10)01!

Ending!DATE(CM):!2014)11)07!

3!Nov!2014!00:00!

)!

7!Nov!2014!00:00!

!

! !



Table!3:!Spatial!correlation!of!the!total!accumulated!precipitation!between!simulations!and!interpolated!observation!for!
each!of!the!boxes!identified!in!the!Case!1.!

Models! CASE!1!)!

IOP16!

Red!box!(WL) 

CASE!1!)!

IOP16!

Red!box!

(CM)!

CASE!1!)!IOP16!

Green!box!

(WL) 

CASE!1!)!IOP16!

Green!box!

(CM) 

CASE!1!)!

IOP16!

Blue!box!

(WL) 

CASE!1!)!

IOP16!

Blue!box!(CM) 

ENSEMBLE! 0.74! 0.65! 0.67! 0.45! 0.60! 0.77!

RegCM4)ICTP! 0.30! )0.11! 0.20! 0.28! )0.02! )0.19!

RegCM4)DHMZ! 0.62! 0.64! 0.43! 0.15! )0.05! 0.22!

RegCM4)CUNI! 0.07! 0.53! )0.03! )0.14! )0.53! )0.24!

CCLM)JLU! 0.50! 0.50! 0.41! 0.52! 0.48! 0.57!

CCLM)KIT! 0.29! 0.22! 0.24! 0.28! 0.27! 0.36!

WRF)UHOH! 0.38! 0.23! 0.35! 0.11! 0.20! 0.61!

WRF)AUTH)

MC!

0.57! 0.48! 0.58! 0.33! 0.31! 0.75!

WRF)FZJ)IBG3! 0.44! 0.37! 0.49! 0.50! 0.32! 0.71!

WRF)IPSL! 0.56! 0.15! 0.45! 0.38! 0.18! 0.45!

WRF)BCCR! 0.50! 0.54! 0.21! 0.24! 0.34! 0.68!

WRF)UNICAN! 0.45! 0.15! 0.49! 0.23! 0.66! 0.68!

WRF)IDL! 0.52! 0.29! 0.52! )0.14! 0.46! 0.60!

WRF)CICERO! 0.61! 0.15! 0.51! )0.06! 0.27! 0.52!

REMO)GERICS! 0.54! 0.06! 0.37! )0.36! 0.50! 0.64!

HCLIM)KNMI! 0.33! 0.64! 0.65! 0.39! 0.54! 0.75!

HCLIM)METNo! 0.56! 0.26! 0.51! 0.45! )0.25! 0.29!

HCLIM)SMHI! 0.66! 0.18! 0.51! 0.37! 0.25! 0.69!

AROME)CNRM! 0.71! 0.58! 0.49! 0.56! 0.65! 0.71!

MOLOCH)CNR! 0.44! 0.48! 0.23! )0.20! 0.09! 0.17!

COSMO)KIT! 0.57! 0.38! 0.33! 0.49! 0.30! 0.45!

COSMO)CMCC! 0.51! 0.50! 0.54! 0.39! 0.18! 0.33!

! !



Table!4:!Same!as!Table!3!but!for!the!Case!2.!

Models! CASE!2!)AUSTRIA!

(WL) 

CASE!2!)!AUSTRIA!

!(CM) 

ENSEMBLE! 0.82! 0.81!

RegCM4)ICTP! 0.62! )0.01!

RegCM4)DHMZ! 0.63! 0.02!

RegCM4)CUNI! 0.49! 0.37!

CCLM)JLU! 0.63! 0.62!

CCLM)KIT! 0.77! 0.77!

CCLM)WEGC! 0.75! 0.39!

WRF)UHOH! 0.69! 0.60!

WRF)WEGC! 0.68! 0.61!

WRF)FZJ)IBG3! 0.62! 0.05!

WRF)IPSL! 0.54! 0.47!

WRF)BCCR! 0.77! 0.64!

WRF)UNICAN! 0.69! 0.27!

WRF)IDL! 0.64! 0.10!

WRF)CICERO! 0.67! 0.05!

REMO)GERICS! 0.44! 0.23!

HCLIM)KNMI! 0.67! 0.60!

HCLIM)METNo! 0.62! 0.41!

HCLIM)SMHI! 0.72! 0.71!

AROME)CNRM! 0.83! 0.82!

MOLOCH)CNR! 0.58! )0.001!

COSMO)CMCC! 0.62! 0.63!

! !



Table!5:!Same!as!Table!3!but!for!the!Case!3.!

Models! CASE!3!)FOEHN!

(WL) 

CASE!3!)!FOEHN!

!(CM) 

ENSEMBLE! 0.91! 0.90!

RegCM4)ICTP! 0.78! 0.73!

RegCM4)DHMZ! 0.78! 0.77!

CCLM)JLU! 0.92! 0.89!

CCLM)KIT! 0.87! 0.86!

WRF)UHOH! 0.86! 0.84!

WRF)FZJ)IBG3! 0.78! 0.81!

WRF)IPSL! 0.84! 0.81!

WRF)BCCR! 0.82! 0.85!

WRF)UNICAN! 0.86! 0.82!

WRF)IDL! 0.84! 0.84!

WRF)CICERO! 0.85! 0.82!

REMO)GERICS! 0.91! 0.90!

HCLIM)KNMI! 0.89! 0.90!

HCLIM)METNo! 0.90! 0.83!

HCLIM)SMHI! 0.87! 0.87!

AROME)CNRM! 0.89! 0.91!

MOLOCH)CNR! 0.86! 0.89!

COSMO)CMCC! 0.90! 0.90!

!


